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About This Game

Reintroduce yourself to this classic YDKJ sequel! All the fun of Volume 1, but with completely different questions, host, and
smell!

YOU DON’T KNOW JACK Volume 2 is the mutant offspring of the original award-winning, irreverent, fast-paced trivia game
where you are a contestant on a manic game show. With all the excitement of the first game, lots of mind-blowing surprises,
plus four additional question types, YOU DON’T KNOW JACK Volume 2 will scrape the trivia out of your cranium like the

seedy pulp from a melon.
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Mahjong meets antiques roadshow. Good for several hours of relaxing fun.. Cheap and fun... I played it a fair bit right now and
I enjoyed it but it seems a tad too grindy and finnicky in the way the conga line gets when it starts getting bigger with all the
enemies on screen in the later levels.

Still, not bad at all and fun in spurts to be sure. Getting the heroes maxed out at 3 stars takes far too long for my taste though..
Great platform game, if you like Sega master system's Ninja Gaiden you will love this game, its fast, its hard and the retro
feeling is superb, the chiptunes are great too and add to the retro feel. Only con i can find its that it could have more bosses
variety.. Short Version: This game, althrough better that it's successor, is way too short and uncreative for a $13 dollar entry
price.

Length: This game too me around an hour to complete, but that was extended 20 minutes because  I didn't see a puzzle piece on
the roof in the second room and since I had an issue with  the brain in the third room not allowing the key to come out of the
dummies body. Also, I spent 10 minutes shooting the gun and buildiung the robot in the spawn room. So what essentially is a
40-50 minute game should not cost 13 dollars for puzzles that do not offer anything new or too interesting.

Puzzles: Some of the puzzles were cool. None of them took much thinking which, for me, is what makes escape room games
fun. While the puzzles were fairly simple, they were sometimes fun to solve. I will not go into depth just in case of people not
wanting to know what puzzles they should be looking out for in the game.

Why do I not recomend this: I know I liked some of the puzzles, but none of them were unbelieveably cool. If the game was a
little longer, the puzzles were a little bit more though provoking, or the game a little bit cheaper I would have recomended it, but
that is not the case.. The Good.
The maps are just as challenging as DF2 and 3 and thats what matters.
It is well worth buying if you want a challenge.
The Map designs are very GOOD for a TD.

The Bad

NO MUSIC other then title, and menu! You will need a media player and your own songs. The author really needs to go back
and add the themes from DF2 and 3 along with volume controls as the machine gun sound is very overbearing in this one just
like DF2.

No Keyboard control for the map, no pausing with space, no hellfire with F and no keyboard scrolling. I actually had to map the
mouse to a joypad so I could have fast scrolling with the left hand on the maps. Everything has to be done with the mouse in
DF1. This is another thing the dev could easily fix for this game since he has Defense force 3 engine finalized he just needs to
go back to this and 2 and touch it up. HE is still selling these on steam so theres no real excuse.. An enjoyable set of simple but
very enjoyable puzzle rooms. All objects interact the way you expect them to, and each room really has its own flavour.
Currently three rooms available, but it seems like the dev is actively adding more, which is great!. This game was freaking
awesome if you like puzzle games ... Though it only took me 2.1 hours (as per steam) to complete the first 3 levels it was totally
worth the $10 I spent on it.

To the developers I hope you come out with a ton more new levels that only get exceedingly harder...I would even be willing to
pay for DLC's \/ expansion packs if that is any encouragement to make the new levels.
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Bad gameplay, bad soundtrack, broken English.. Love the batmobile, the batman skin is alright, and the tracks are great. Well
worth 2 bucks.. "Great 'Little Big Planet'-type game for PC. Great physics and destruction that makes it possible to
solve the puzzles in more than the intended way!" - Confiding me, 3 years ago.

This is beyond the point of circling the drain. The developers had big plans for this, and I sympathize with them that
this didn't sell better. Its a passion project that couln't be made because of lack of funding, but that is still no excuse to
completely cut communication with the hopefull community.

Dissapointed!. A very fun, relaxing, min bender of a game!
Casual, different, beautifuly made. Should be on everyone's wishlist!. This game actually got tons of potential. It's easy
to imagine how many new stuff can be added and it's pretty interesting what path will the developer choose. As I can
see the game is updated pretty often, so I think it's a good reason for coming back every week.

The thing I liked the most is the atmosphere. With pretty low-poly graphics Under The Sand brings as to the cozy
desert, full of sand and mountains. When I discovered how to turn the radio this game becomes even more atmospheric
- the soundtrack is pretty good and done in some country-ambient style. But as I understood, the global warming
turned the planet into the desert. So who does run the radio in that case?:) I hope we'll meet these guys ha-ha

Anyway, Under the Road is a good experience if you want to chill out after a hard working day.
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